GENERAL RESOURCES TO AID MEMORIZATION
"11 Steps to Memorizing an Entire Book of the Bible," by Andy Naselli, October 22,
2015, The Gospel Coalition, https://www.thegospelcoalition.org/article/
11-steps-to-memorizing-an-entire-book-of-the-bible/. Andy's excellent
article is a follow-up to a previous article: "14 Reasons to Memorize an
Entire Book of the Bible", October 21, 2015.
Approach to Extended Memorization of Scripture, Andrew Davis, Book. 79¢ in
Kindle format on Amazon.com (US) (88% 5-4 star rating). Excellent for
pastors!
"Ten Reasons to Memorize Big Chunks of the Bible" by Jon Bloom, May 16, 2014,
desiringGod.org.
Ten Peas In a Pod: A Million-Mile Journal of the Arnold Pent Family, by Arnold
Pent III (reprint published by The Vision Forum, Inc.; First Thus edition Oct 25,
2004), 198pp. ISBN-10:1929241895, ISBN-13:978-1929241897. This is an old
book that was reprinted to keep it in circulation and I'm glad for it. It is a
fascinating, personal biography of a family who traveled together with
the main goal of simply reciting whole books of scripture together! Rather
than preach, they let the Word of God do its job. For your memorizing
pleasure. Available from Amazon.com at the time of this publication.
Scripture Memory Fellowship, at https://scripturememory.com. This organization
is serious about helping individuals, families, and churches memorize the
Word of God. A plethora of resources include: a correspondence
memory club (with rewards) for children, adult and children's books, adult
and children's music CD's, journals, graded downloadable apps (middle
school, high school– FREE), graded guides (high school, collegiate,
general adult), Bible studies and 2 FREE Memorization Apps (SMF App and
VerseLocker). Also are founder N.A. Woychuk's books on memorization:
• Keep In Memory: How to Enjoy Bible Memorizing with Profit
• You Need to Memorize Scripture
• Whatever It Takes, a FREE Digital Download (pdf) or $1 for
print, simply by submitting your e-mail address.
SMF offers incentives to keep your children and family working hard,
including: scripture calligraphy, many good, wholesome reading books
and biographies, games, puzzles, coloring books, and more.
SMF encourages people to schedule your goals when working
toward memorization–Put your goal on your calendar and work toward it!
This is very helpful for people who tend to "drop off" easily.
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